to avoid the use of any "conceptions drawn from wider sociological studies." Still, historians are right to debate what Augustus' own plans for a successor were, or for that matter were not, and in particular if he had a conception of hereditary succession-of a succession, as Ronald Syme in uentially put, "in his own family and of his own blood." If for no other reason, the debate matters because these plans did impinge on the legitimacy of Augustus' actual successors, especially Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, and therefore in uenced decisions that they and others such as provincial governors, the Praetorians, and courtiers made (as the chapters by Gibson and Drinkwater in this volume explore).
In this paper, then, I deal with two problems, the rst being the traditional problem of Augustus' plans for a succession-much has been written on this, we shall see, but it is a vital issue for this volume. The second, more novel, problem is how to explain Suetonius' treatment of succession. After examining what Suetonius has to say about the succession to Augustus, I then use other evidence to suggest what decisions were made regarding succession under Augustus. Some signi cant omissions in Suetonius' account are thus revealed, but I will conclude by suggesting that Suetonius, writing in the second century , does after all have a speci c approach to the problem of succession, which has shaped his account of Augustus. His views are worth taking seriously because they help to suggest not only how Romans of his day thought about succession but also how Augustus' approach to succession could be reconceived to supply a continuing precedent for the developing political culture of the principate. As with other renowned historical events-the issuing of Magna Carta or the Boston Tea Party for example-the grand theme of 'The Succession to Augustus' could be reinvented by later generations to suit their own needs.
Suetonius on the Succession to Augustus
Suetonius, as noted, nowhere mentions Augustus' speci c plans for how, if at all, the extraordinary power he had achieved should be directly perpetuated after his death. The closest he gets is to quote Augustus' edict of 2 , Millar (1977) The bibliography is immense, and my citations throughout are intended as illustrative rather than exhaustive.
